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New Science Leadership Team members
We are delighted to welcome Shannon Clarke (AgResearch), Heidi Dungey
(Scion) and Craig Cary (Waikato) to the Science Leadership Team.  
 

Dr Shannon Clarke (Ngāi Tahu) is the Animal
Genomics Science Team Leader at AgResearch
based at the Invermay campus in Mosgiel. A
senior scientist, Shannon develops and
implements genomic tools for the livestock and
aquaculture industries in Aotearoa. She manages
AgResearch’s commercial sequencing facility.  
Shannon also advocates extension of genomic
technologies to Aotearoa’s biological heritage,
and applying genotyping-by-sequencing to a
range of indigenous species to reveal genomic
diversity has been a priority. Shannon also
oversees research programs for functional
annotation of animal genomes, including
epigenetics. A major goal is to apply these
technologies to selection for environmental
adaptation that enhances sustainable, productive
farming in the changing global climate.

https://us20.campaign-archive.com/?e=[UNIQID]&u=5442f622ee80931e06ed73e9f&id=c0d207965c


Dr Heidi Dungey is the Science Leader,
Genetics, New Forests at Scion, where she
specialises in tree breeding and genetic resource
characterisation for commercial forestry species,
including radiata pine, Douglas-fir, cypresses,
eucalypts, and redwoods. To answer her
research questions, Heidi and her team use
quantitative and ecological genetics combined
with other technologies, such as remote sensing
for phenotyping, in breeding programmes. Heidi
works closely with seed producers and forest
growers of Aotearoa to ensure breeding
strategies are tailored to meet consumer needs.

Professor Craig Cary has specialised in the
study of microbial life in extreme environments
for more than 40 years. Originally from the US,
Craig moved to Aotearoa in 2004 to join the
University of Waikato. Craig’s work has taken him
to some of the most inhospitable and beautiful
places on the planet. He has worked on many
deep-sea hydrothermal vent expeditions,
including 45+ dives in submersibles, and spent
18 seasons in Antarctica studying microbial life in
the polar deserts and in the soils on the summit
of Mt. Erebus. As well as his research, Craig
actively contributes to academic leadership at
Waikato, where he is an Assistant Vice
Chancellor.

Genome: Science of Life at Tūhura Otago
Museum

The GA-sponsored Genome: Science of
Life exhibition closed on Friday May 27. The
museum recorded 4,212 visitors and their social
media campaign was viewed 97,485 times with a
reach of 55,904 people. The museum team say
this is an amazing success for an exhibition. 

https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/genome-science-of-life


 
Real time sequencing by Nathan Kenny (Ngāi
Tahu and Te Ātiawa), Louise Walker and Katerina
Achilleos from the University of Otago was a
highlight, with 130 tamariki taking part. 
 
If you didn't catch it this time around, the
exhibition will be held again between November 6
2022 and February 19 2023.

See you there - Genomics Aotearoa Annual
Meeting

A final reminder that the Genomics Aotearoa annual meeting will be held
on Tuesday June 28 at AgResearch Invermay, with dinner the previous
evening. If you still need to register, please contact Jess McLean urgently.
Registrations close on June 14.

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

Genomics Aotearoa YouTube Channel

Jess McLean administers our YouTube channel. We welcome suggestions for
linking to content that aligns with Genomics Aotearoa's vision, and that our
community would find useful. Please contact Jess with suggestions.

Genomics Aotearoa Seminar Series
Thierry Lints from the University of Auckland talked about genomics in
education on May 20, and on June 3 Gert-Jan Jeunen from the University of
Otago discussed using eDNA in Antarctica. 
 
On June 17 Matthew Littlejohn from LIC will be talking about Variants
modulating the expression of a chromosome domain encompassing
PLAG1 influence bovine stature, and on July 1 Lisa Matisoo-Smith from the

mailto:jess.mclean@otago.ac.nz?subject=Annual%20Meeting%20registration
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjgQVwagCoa_JBp2vB6IBnA/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjgQVwagCoa_JBp2vB6IBnA/videos
mailto:jess.mclean@otago.ac.nz?subject=YouTube%20suggestion


University of Otago will share Ka mua ka muri: Why understanding the
Pacific past is important for Pacific genomic research today. 
  
Please let us know if you have suggestions for future presenters or topics.

New To Our Website
Introducing  Annie West, who is working with the
Environmental Metagenomics group at the
University of Auckland reconstructing the
genomes of microbes in the Waiwera estuary. 
 
Learn more about Annie here 
 
 
 

Have some news to share?
If you have items to share in future newsletters, please contact Monica
Gruber during Claire Grant's extended leave. 

Contact Genomics Aotearoa 

Main: Genomics Aotearoa 

Director: Prof Peter Dearden - 021 176 1680 

Operations Manager: Jayashree Panjabi - 021 279 1160  

Communications Manager (relieving): Monica Gruber - 022 013 7862

Advisor – Communications and Research: Jess McLean - 027 365 8434 

Training enquiries: Mik Black - 03 479 7831 

Vision Mātauranga Manager: Tracey Godfery - 027 458 9216 

Vision Mātauranga Business Support Coordinator: Jacqueline Godfery
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